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Algorithmic risk assessment tools have become a popular element of criminal justice reforms, often with the explicit goal of reducing incarceration rates. The hope is that these data-driven tools will standardize decisions about pretrial detention and sentencing, and ensure that only the most high-risk offenders are incarcerated. However, the effects of these tools depend crucially on how judges use them.

This brief considers judicial reforms in Kentucky and Virginia as case studies of the effects of algorithmic risk assessment tools in practice. We show that, in both states, reforms aimed at reducing incarceration for low-risk offenders had little to no impact on incarceration rates. While these tools clearly recommended less incarceration for a large share of defendants, they had little effect on judges’ incarceration decisions. However, there is tremendous variation across judges in how closely they follow the risk assessment recommendations. We discuss what these results mean in terms of how to affect meaningful criminal justice reform, including ways citizens and policymakers can align judicial incentives so that reforms have their intended effects.
On August 28, 2018, California’s governor signed a major criminal justice reform bill into law. This bill will replace monetary bail with a system in which pretrial custody is determined partially by an algorithmic evaluation of the likelihood that a defendant will commit future crime or fail to appear in court. Instead, the pretrial release rate for low and moderate risk defendants increased by only four percentage points, from 63% to 67%.

The median judge in Kentucky grants release without monetary bail to only 37% of defendants with low or moderate risk status. In other words, the median judge overrules the presumptive default associated with the risk assessment about 2/3 of the time.

If judges had followed the recommendations associated with the risk assessment, there would have been up to a 25% increase in the diversion rate among risk-assessment-eligible offenders after risk assessment was adopted statewide. Instead, the diversion rate remained virtually unchanged, dipping just slightly from 34% to 33%.

The median judge in Virginia diverts only about 40% of those who were recommended for diversion by the risk assessment instrument.

**KEY FINDINGS:**

- If Kentucky judges had followed the recommendations associated with the risk assessment in all cases, the pretrial release rate among low and moderate risk defendants would have jumped up by 37 percentage points after risk assessment was made mandatory. Instead, the pretrial release rate for low and moderate risk defendants increased by only four percentage points, from 63% to 67%.

- The median judge in Kentucky grants release without monetary bail to only 37% of defendants with low or moderate risk status. In other words, the median judge overrules the presumptive default associated with the risk assessment about 2/3 of the time.

- If judges had followed the recommendations associated with the risk assessment, there would have been up to a 25% increase in the diversion rate among risk-assessment-eligible offenders after risk assessment was adopted statewide. Instead, the diversion rate remained virtually unchanged, dipping just slightly from 34% to 33%.

- The median judge in Virginia diverts only about 40% of those who were recommended for diversion by the risk assessment instrument.

**BACKGROUND:**

**Algorithmic Risk Assessment as Criminal Justice Reform**

On August 28, 2018, California’s governor signed a major criminal justice reform bill into law. This bill will replace monetary bail with a system in which pretrial custody is determined partially by an algorithmic evaluation of the likelihood that a defendant will commit future crime or fail to appear in court. California is following in the footsteps of many other jurisdictions that have implemented criminal justice reform by way of algorithmic risk evaluations. In recent years, pretrial risk assessment has been adopted in dozens of jurisdictions and at least six entire states. Risk assessment is used in sentencing in at least twenty-eight full states; at least seven additional states have at least one county that uses risk assessment tools at sentencing. It is also widely used in determining whether a prisoner will be released on parole, in determining supervision levels for probation, and in selecting prison security level.

Risk assessment algorithms are designed to predict the likelihood of committing new crime or failing to appear in court. Built by data scientists, risk assessments are designed by estimating the correlation between “inputs” —criminal history, education, employment, age, gender, etc. — and the outcome that the tool is trying to predict. These statistical correlations will then be converted into an algorithm, in which points are added or subtracted from the total risk score based on the input values. A person will be classified as “high risk” if their total points exceed a certain cutoff.

Proponents of risk assessment have argued that they will help to lower incarceration rates with minimal effect on public safety. In fact, jurisdictions often adopt risk assessment with the stated goal of lowering jail and prison populations. The risk evaluations are paired with explicit action recommendations: for example, a jurisdiction might recommend release or diversion for all defendants who are ranked low or moderate risk. However, the final decision is usually left up to the judge.

Risk-assessment-based criminal justice reform has not always had the intended impact. Judges vary widely in their propensity to release low-risk defendants. Some follow the recommendations associated with the risk assessment tool most of the time; others only rarely. As a result, risk-assessment-based reforms that are intended to lower incarceration rates may have little to no effect.

“Proponents of risk assessment have argued that they will help to lower incarceration rates with minimal effect on public safety.”
Judges are people. They come with their own beliefs about what kind of criminal justice response is appropriate in each particular circumstance. But being a judge is also a job. Understanding judicial incentives requires understanding the process by which judges are hired, retained, and promoted.

Almost all state court judges must obtain and keep their positions by means of highly-politicized election and appointment schemes. This is very different from the federal judicial system, in which, after judges are nominated by the President and confirmed by the Senate, they become largely insulated from political pressure by lifetime terms. Even after gaining office through election or appointment, almost all state court judges must routinely seek re-election or re-appointment on a regular basis. Trial court judges, who decide criminal cases, are often especially exposed to these political pressures.

Twenty-nine states elect their trial court judges, while two use a system of legislative appointment and re-appointment. Such systems, combined with relatively short terms for most trial court judges, mean that judges are routinely confronted with the reality that voters or legislators will be passing judgement on their judicial records. The incentive to avoid being characterized as “soft on crime” – and thus at risk of losing their position – is powerful.

The states that are the subject of this report – Kentucky and Virginia – employ systems of judicial selection and retention which have the potential to expose judges to significant political pressures relating to criminal justice issues. In both states the general jurisdiction trial courts with jurisdiction over felonies are called Circuit Courts. Under Kentucky law, Circuit Court judges obtain and retain office by running in nonpartisan elections, except in cases of filling an unexpired term, in which case they are appointed by the Governor. They serve eight-year terms. In Virginia, Circuit Court judges are appointed by the legislature, and also serve eight-year terms, at the conclusion of which they may be re-appointed or replaced.
Here we analyze the impacts of risk-assessment based criminal justice reforms in two different contexts: determining pretrial custody and bail, and determining sentences. We analyze the impacts of pretrial risk assessment in Kentucky, and the impacts of sentencing risk assessment in Virginia. These locations were selected for several reasons. First, their reforms occurred at the statewide level instead of at the county level. This ensures that there is a large number of observations on which to base our analysis. This also allows us to identify cross-county and cross-judge variation in compliance with the reform efforts.

Second, these states were both early adopters of algorithmic tools to aid in criminal justice decision-making. Kentucky has used some sort of algorithm to aid in the pretrial custody decision since the 1970s, and made its use mandatory in 2011. Virginia is one of the first states to incorporate algorithmic risk assessment into sentencing; they piloted risk assessment in the late 1990’s and adopted it statewide in 2002.

Virginia and Kentucky were also selected because they adopted risk assessment with the explicit goal of reducing jail and prison populations. Kentucky adopted risk assessment after a decade of substantial growth in incarceration. By 2010, the jail and prison population imposed a significant burden on the state budget. Risk assessment was proposed as a “smart on crime” method of countering this growth. Virginia adopted risk assessment after a major “truth in sentencing” reform that increased sentences for violent offenders and mandated that felony offenders would serve at least 85% of their sentence. Concerned that this reform led to over-crowded jails and prisons, the Virginia legislature adopted risk assessment as a release valve. They asked the Virginia Sentencing Commission to design a risk assessment tool that could identify 25% of the lowest risk nonviolent offenders for diversion from jail or prison.

Kentucky and Virginia thus provide interesting case studies in how risk-assessment-based criminal justice reform affects incarceration rates. While each jurisdiction will have its own unique experience, evidence from Kentucky and Virginia shows that risk-assessment-based reform may not have the intended effect.
Kentucky’s judges vary widely in the extent to which they follow the recommendations associated with the risk assessment. Some judges grant non-financial release (release without secured monetary bond) for more than 70% of low and moderate risk defendants. Others virtually never grant non-financial release. This variation can be seen in Figure 2. Each spike in the figure shows the average non-financial release rate for a particular judge. The judges are ordered from the most strict on the left to the most lenient on the right. The median judge, represented by the red vertical line, grants non-financial release to only 37% of low and moderate risk defendants. In other words, the median judge overrules the presumptive default about 2/3 of the time.

**VIRGINIA**

In 2002, Virginia adopted a risk assessment tool with the goal of identifying the 25% lowest-risk non-violent offenders for diversion from prison or jail. In this context, diversion can mean one of two things. For defendants who were recommended to be placed in prison by the sentence guidelines, diversion means either probation, community sanctions, or a shorter jail sentence. For defendants who were recommended to be placed in jail by the sentence guidelines, diversion means being placed on probation or community sanctions instead.

Figure 3: No Change in the Diversion Rate for Virginia’s Risk-Assessment Eligible Offenders as a Result of Risk Assessment
Use of the nonviolent risk assessment tool was limited to defendants convicted of a drug, larceny or fraud offense. A prior or concurrent violent conviction rendered them ineligible for risk assessment. Furthermore, since the tool was designed for diversion, it was only used on defendants who were recommended for prison or jail by the sentence guidelines. The incarceration rate also remained virtually unchanged, increasing just slightly from 81% to 82% (Figure 4).\textsuperscript{12}

As in Kentucky, Virginia judges vary widely in their propensity to follow the recommendations associated with the risk assessment. This is seen in Figure 5, in which each vertical spike shows the fraction of low-risk offenders who were granted diversion by a particular judge. The strictest judges are to the left of the graph; they divert only around 20% of low-risk offenders. The more lenient judges, shown on the right of the graph, divert almost 70%. The median judge diverts only about 40% of those who were recommended for diversion by the risk assessment instrument. (Some judges may prefer to be more lenient but feel that their jurisdiction lacks sufficient alternatives to incarceration.\textsuperscript{13} However diversion rates remain low even in many of Virginia’s most populous counties.)
There is also significant cross-county variation in adherence to the risk assessment. This is shown in Figure 6, which shows the per-county diversion rate for low-risk defendants in Virginia. There is no consistent regional pattern, nor does this diversion rate correlate strongly with population density.  

![Figure 6. Diversion Rate for Low-Risk Defendants by County](image)

**DISCUSSION**

This evidence from Kentucky and Virginia contributes to a growing literature on judicial decision making. In this section we review the prior literature and discuss how it might inform our empirical findings.

Judges come to the bench with their own preferences about sentencing, ranging from lenient to harsh in particular types of cases or with particular types of defendants. This variation is natural but undesirable in a system where we hope the law provides an objective standard and that a defendant’s outcome should not depend on which judge hears his case. While they have their own preferences, judges also respond to incentives. Judges know that some mistakes are costlier than others: It is commonly believed that voters will punish a judge for releasing someone who then commits a crime, but may not even notice when they lock up someone who is not a threat. As long as they are accountable to voters who behave in this way, judges will over-incarcerate – especially in cases where there is substantial media coverage. In addition, judges’ sentencing behavior changes at different points in the election cycle. In particular, they tend to opt for harsher sentences when they are nearing reelection, to satisfy an electorate that (surveys suggest) tends to favor harsher sentences. This variation in behavior over time is problematic because it means defendants’ outcomes depend on when their case is heard. However, it shows that voters can influence judges’ sentencing decisions when they pay attention. Community oversight will be more effective – and more fair to defendants – if it occurs throughout a judge’s term, not only during election seasons.
Legislatures have some tools at their disposal to shape judges’ behavior. The way judges are selected to begin with is important. For instance, nonpartisan elected judges and judges selected by merit commissions write higher-quality judicial opinions than partisan elected judges, as measured by future citations of those opinions. Giving commission-selected judges stronger tenure (that is, renewing their terms via uncontested retention elections) improves the quality of their opinions even more, by reducing the political pressure they face while on the bench.

Legislatively-imposed constraints on judicial discretion – such as sentencing guidelines – can also limit judges’ responses to perceived political pressure. There is only so much harsher a judge can make sentences in the run-up to an election when there is an externally-determined cap on sentence length. Similarly, mandating the use of algorithmic risk assessment scores could theoretically mitigate the worst effects of political pressure by giving judges political cover to opt for more lenient sentences when that is their preference and offenders are rated low-risk. This may be particularly beneficial when the public or media exhibits bias based on race, socioeconomic status, or gender.

As we show here, however, legislative approaches are not always effective. Both Kentucky and Virginia adopted algorithmic risk assessments with the stated goal of reducing incarceration for low-risk offenders, but incarceration rates did not fall substantially in either state. There is good reason to allow judicial discretion to override the recommendation of one-size-fits-all risk scores, sentencing guidelines, and so on. But the existence of judicial discretion means that voters cannot assume that legislative fixes will achieve their stated goals.

That’s not to say that legislative approaches like the adoption of risk assessment won’t ever result in lower incarceration rates. New Jersey adopted a comprehensive bail reform bill that included the implementation of risk assessment and jail populations plummeted. However, there are noteworthy differences between New Jersey and the states we analyze here. Among them is the fact that judges in New Jersey are appointed by the governor, and both Governor Christie and Governor Murphy have been champions of criminal justice reform. Judges face a different incentive structure when they are appointed by someone who is supportive of reform, as opposed to gaining and retaining their jobs in a general election (as is the case in Kentucky) or via a legislature that likely is not as tightly focused on carrying through an agenda (as in Virginia).

Empirical evidence shows that voters have tremendous power to shape judges’ decisions, by paying attention to their behavior on the bench and voting based on whether they like what they see. But it also shows that voters must play a continuous and active role if they want to build a criminal justice system that serves the best interests of their communities. Ultimately, policymakers interested in a less punitive and more consistent criminal justice system may also need to consider reforming how judges are selected and kept in their jobs. So long as judges are subject to politically-driven methods such as elections or legislative appointment and retention, strong incentives will remain in place to be perceived as “tough on crime.” Until judges are freed from these political pressures, expecting them to adhere to decarceral reform initiatives may be little more than wishful thinking.

“It is commonly believed that voters will punish a judge for releasing someone who then commits a crime, but may not even notice when they lock up someone who is not a threat.”
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The data used for this analysis was provided by the Kentucky Administrative Office of the Courts. See Stevenson, supra note 3, for more detail.

See Ostrom & Kauder, supra note 4.

Judicial circuits that had participated in Virginia’s risk assessment pilot – and therefore had access to a nonviolent risk assessment prior to fiscal year 2003 – were not included in Figure 3 or Figure 4. Nor were they included in the diversion/incarceration statistics cited above.

The data used for this analysis was provided by the Virginia Sentencing Commission.
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